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Abstract 
Changes in observed social networks may signal an underlying change within an organization, and may 
even predict significant events or behaviors. The breakdown of a team’s effectiveness, the emergence of 
informal leaders, or the preparation of an attack by a clandestine network may all be associated with 
changes in the patterns of interactions between group members. The ability to systematically, statistically, 
effectively and efficiently detect these changes has the potential to enable the anticipation, early warning, 
and faster response to both positive and negative organizational activities. By applying statistical process 
control techniques to social networks we can rapidly detect changes in these networks. Herein we describe 
this methodology and then illustrate it using four data sets, of which the first is the Newcomb fraternity 
data, the second set of data is collected on a group of mid-career U.S. Army officers in a week long 
training exercise, the third is the perceived connections among members of al Qaeda based on open 
source, and the fourth data set is simulated using multi-agent simulation. The results indicate that this 
approach is able to detect change even with the high levels of uncertainty inherent in these data.  
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Introduction 
Social network change detection (SNCD) represents an exciting new area of research. It combines the area 
of statistical process control and social network analysis. The combination of these two disciplines is likely 
to produce significant insight into organizational behavior and social dynamics. Immediate applications 
to counter terrorism and organizational behavior are possible due to the sheer volume of available 
electronic communications network data (McCulloh et al., 2008; Ring, Henderson & McCulloh, 2008).  
Much research has been focused in the area of longitudinal social networks (Sampson, 1969; Newcomb, 
1961; Romney et al., 1989; Banks & Carley, 1996; Sanil, Banks & Carley, 1995; Snijders, 1990, 2007; 
Frank, 1991; Huisman & Snijders, 2003; Johnson et al., 2003; McCulloh et al., 2007a, 2007b). 
Wasserman et al. (2007) state that, “The analysis of social networks over time has long been recognized as 
something of a Holy Grail for network researchers.” Doreian & Stokman (1997) produced a seminal text 
on the evolution of social networks. In their book they identified as a minimum, 47 articles published in 
Social Networks that included some use of time, as of 1994. They also noted several articles that used over 
time data, but discarded the temporal component, presumably because the authors lacked the methods to 
properly analyze such data. An excellent example of this is the Newcomb (1961) fraternity data, which has 
been widely used throughout the social network literature. More recently, this data has been analyzed 
with its’ temporal component (Doreian & Stokman, 1997; Krackhardt, 1998; Baller, et al. 2008).  
Methods for the analysis of over-time network data have actually been present in the social sciences 
literature for quite some time (Katz & Proctor, 1959; Holland & Leinhardt, 1977; Wasserman, 1977; 
Wasserman & Iacobuccci, 1988; Frank, 1991). Continuous time Markov chains for modeling longitudinal 
networks were proposed as early as 1977 by Holland & Leinhardt and by Wasserman. Their early work has 
been significantly improved upon (Wasserman, 1979; 1980; Leenders, 1995; Snijders & van Duijn, 1997; 
Snijders, 2001; Robins & Pattison, 2001) and Markovian methods of longitudinal analysis have even been 
automated in a popular social network analysis software package SIENA. A related body of research 
focuses on the evolution of social networks (Dorien, 1983; Carley (1990, 1991, 1995, 1999); Dorien & 
Stokman, 1997) to include three special issues in the Journal of Mathematical Sociology (JMS 21, 1-2; 
JMS 25, 1; JMS 27, 1). Others have focused on statistical models of network change (Feld, 1997; Sanil, 
Banks, & Carley, 1995; Snijders, 1990, 1996; Van de Bunt et al., 1999; Snijders & Van Duijn, 1997). Robins 
& Pattison (2001, 2007) have used dependence graphs to account for dependence in over-time network 
evolution. We can clearly see that the development of longitudinal network analysis methods is a well 
established problem in the field of social networks. 
We nominate four types of dynamic network behaviors for investigation in this paper. These behaviors are 
not comprehensive; however, it is necessary to define a set of behaviors to focus our investigation of 
network change. The four behaviors we focus our attention on include: network stability; endogenous 
change; exogenous change; and initiated change.  
Stability occurs when the underlying relationship between agents in a network remains the same. It is 
possible that observed networks may contain error (Killworth & Bernard, 1976; Bernard & Killworth, 
1977). If the network is stable, then changes in the network over time are due to observation error alone. 
An example of stability occurs in work environments where the underlying relationships remain 
unchanged, however, fluctuations exist as a result of stochastic noise, variations in daily work 
requirements, and sampling error.  
Endogenous change occurs when the goals and motives of an individual, among other factors may 
drive the network to evolve. For example, a military platoon consisting of 20 to 30 soldiers can experience 
endogenous change as individuals interact, share beliefs and experiences. This is the focus of actor-
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oriented models (Snjiders, 2007) which attempt to estimate statistically significant behaviors, both 
structural and compositional, that drive network evolution. In a similar fashion, multi-agent simulation 
approaches attempt to investigate endogenous change by specifying agent-level behavior in order to infer 
network evolution. 
Exogenous change occurs when a change is introduced separate from the agent interaction. With this 
type of change future events are independent from previous events. This implies that no inference can be 
drawn from the present model about the future network dynamics. An example of exogenous change 
might occur in the form of an enemy attack on a military platoon consisting of 20 to 30 soldiers. During 
the attack there is something fundamentally different about the relationships among the soldiers. There is 
nothing about the individual interactions that could predict this change caused by an exogenous source. 
In other situations, exogenous change can occur for many reasons. A shortage of economic resources 
could lead to job lay-offs that will significantly affect the social network, regardless of endogenous effects. 
These are of course drastic changes, presented here to illustrate abrupt forms of network change. It is also 
possible to have smaller change, such as when a new person joins a social group, a company finds new 
access to less expensive resources, or a group member finds a better way of accomplishing required tasks.  
The final longitudinal network behavior we discuss is initiated change. We define this behavior as 
occurring when an exogenous change initiates a sequence of endogenous change. In our military example, 
it is possible that the heroic or cowardly actions of individuals in the platoon may affect the way other 
platoon members see them, thereby affecting the interaction among agents in the network and initiating 
endogenous network evolution.  
It is important to delineate the difference between stability, endogenous, exogenous and initiated change 
if we are to understand network dynamics and any underlying processes governing network behavior. 
Again these changes are not comprehensive as one might imagine periodic change, event driven change, 
and other forms of change found in the dynamics literature. A first step toward the problem of 
longitudinal network analysis is to statistically determine that an organization has changed over time. For 
example, Johnson et al. (2003) studied people wintering over at the South Pole. There were three similar 
groups corresponding to three different years. A whole-network survey design was used to collect social 
network data once per month for eight months for each of the three groups. Johnson studied longitudinal 
change on the social networks of the three groups. Theoretically, these similar groups should exhibit 
similar evolutionary behavior. In one of the groups, there was an exogenous change that involved the 
“disappearance” of an expressive leader “due in part to harassment by a marginalized crew member.” This 
exogenous change significantly affected the evolutionary behavior of the network. This behavior was only 
apparent as a result of the similarity between the three groups and the large magnitude of the difference 
in network behavior, which enabled Johnson to determine the significant cause of this difference. In 
practice, this type of similarity among groups may be rare. SNCD offers a method to identify statistically 
significant abrupt change in network behavior in real-time, and to identify a likely change point of when 
the change occurred. This change point will allow a social scientist to identify potential causes of change, 
such as the disappearance of the crew member, and isolate that exogenous abrupt change from typical 
longitudinal behavior.  
Our approach for detecting changes in longitudinal networks rapidly detects an abrupt change in some 
network measure over time. We are not predicting a future change, but rather rapidly identifying that a 
change has occurred; and then providing a statistically sound indication of when that change was likely to 
have occurred.  
Rapid detection and identification of change is important for two key reasons. First, it allows an analyst 
monitoring a network in real time to respond quickly to organizational change, facilitating the change if it 
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is positive, and mitigating the effects of negative change on the organization. For example, ideas and 
policies are discussed and communicated within a network of people, long before organizational 
implementation. Sometimes, individual politics (network evolution) can prevent the implementation of 
good ideas (Rogers, 2003). Rapid detection of organizational change may cause a manager to investigate 
the presence of good initiatives and see them through to implementation. On the other hand, terrorist 
organizations will begin planning their attacks, long before they are actually carried out. Rapid change 
detection could alert military intelligence analysts to the shift in planning activities prior to the attack 
occurring.  
The proposed approach may also be useful to social scientists investigating organizational change. This 
approach provides another tool for the exploration of longitudinal networks. Common problems with 
existing methods such as exponential random graphs and actor-oriented models include degeneracy and 
non-convergence (Handcock, 2003). SNCD can identify changes in longitudinal networks to help identify 
abrupt changes induced by some exogenous factor, such as the removal of the agent in the Johnson 
wintering over data (Johnson et al., 2003). With SNCD, the social scientist can identify shorter periods 
within the longitudinal network data where other methods may provide useful insight without 
convergence and degeneracy issues. 
The third key reason that rapid change detection is important is that it limits the scope of explanation for 
network change. A sound statistical estimate of when a network change occurred can help a social 
scientist identify potential abrupt exogenous changes and thereby isolate periods of the network for more 
in-depth investigation. Determining the likely time of change in a network helps us understand where to 
look for fundamental conditions that cause groups to transform themselves. If we as social scientists could 
monitor networks in a daily or weekly basis, we could open a new line of research within longitudinal 
network analysis. 
SNCD is essentially a statistical approach for detecting abrupt persistent changes in organizational 
behavior over time. Organizations are not static, and over time their structure, composition, and patterns 
of communication may change. These changes may occur quickly, such as when a corporation 
restructures, but they often happen gradually, as the organization responds to environmental pressures, 
or individual roles expand or contract. Often, these gradual changes reflect a fundamental qualitative shift 
in an organization, and may precede other indicators of change. It is important to note, however, that a 
certain degree of change is expected in the normal course of an unchanging organization, reflecting 
normal day-to-day variability. The challenge of Social Network Change Detection is whether metrics can 
be developed to detect signals of meaningful change in social networks in a background of normal 
variability.  
This paper will introduce an application of statistical process control to detect change in longitudinal 
network data. A brief background is provided on statistical process control which is used extensively in 
manufacturing. Statistical process control is extended to social networks with important limitation and 
distribution assumptions being addressed. The newly proposed method is demonstrated on three 
longitudinal data sets. The performance of the method is then explored using multi-agent simulation. 
Background 
Longitudinal social network data is becoming increasingly more common. Longitudinal network data can 
be readily obtained in a semi-autonomous fashion from the internet, blogs, and email. Longitudinal 
network analysis is becoming increasingly relevant for the analysis of online citation networks, internet 
movie data, massive multi-player on-line games (MMPOG), patent data bases, phone-networks, email-
based-networks, social-media networks and more.  
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Current methods of change detection in social networks, however, are limited. Hamming distance 
(Hamming, 1950) is often used in binary networks to measure the distance between two networks. 
Euclidean distance is similarly used for weighted networks (Wasserman & Faust, 1994). While these 
methods may be effective at quantifying a difference in static networks, they lack an underlying statistical 
distribution. This prevents an analyst from identifying a statistically significant change, as opposed to 
normal and spurious fluctuations in the network.  
Jaccard indices are used by SIENA (Snijders et al., 2007) users to assess the amount of turnover from one 
observation of network panel data to the next. The amount of turnover may indicate a number of 
important features of the data, including whether an actor-oriented model is likely to have convergence 
issues. This index is not ideal for detecting network change for similar reasons as the Hamming distance.  
The quadratic assignment procedure (QAP) and its multiple regression counterpart MRQAP (Krackhardt, 
1987, 1992) has been used to detect structural similarity and compare networks in terms of their 
correlation. This is not the same as detecting a statistically significant change in the network over-time. 
The procedure could probably be adapted for such purpose, but this is not a trivial task and certainly 
beyond the scope of this paper.  
Markovian approaches to longitudinal network analysis such as SIENA are good methods for modeling 
evolutionary change and determining structural factors that affect network change; however, these 
models may have convergence issues in the presence of sufficiently large abrupt endogenous or exogenous 
changes. These models also assume an underlying statistical process within the network that drives 
change, and models exogenous change with time dummies that requires some a priori knowledge of the 
change.  
SNCD is a process of monitoring networks to determine when significant changes to their network 
structure occur so that analysts and researchers can more efficiently search for potential causes of change. 
We propose that techniques from social network analysis, combined with those from statistical process 
control can be used to detect when significant changes occur in longitudinal network data. In application, 
it requires the use of statistical process control charts to detect changes in observable network measures. 
By taking longitudinal measures of a network, a control chart can be used to signal when significant 
changes occur in the network. For those unfamiliar with statistical process control, it should be noted that 
the word “control” can be very misleading. In fact, nothing is controlled at all. Statistical process control is 
a collection of algorithms that monitor a stochastic process over time and rapidly detect statistically 
significant departures from typical behavior. Control charts refer to the individual algorithms used to 
monitor a process. The word “control” is derived from their application in quality control. Quality 
engineers attempt to control production lines by monitoring them and investigating any statistical 
anomalies. Through investigation, they attempt to mitigate negative process behavior and continue any 
newly discovered process improvements. In our application of SNCD, we use statistical process control to 
monitor longitudinal social networks and detect any statistically significant departures from typical 
behavior that may correspond to a change in the network. While the quality engineer uses this technique 
to “control” a manufacturing process, we envision that the social scientist will use it to gain insight in 
network dynamics. 
There are many network measures that can be calculated from a given network. These include graph level 
measures, e.g., density, and node level measures, e.g., degree centrality. The SNCD technique is applicable 
to any measure of the network regardless of whether it is a graph level or a node level measure. In this 
paper for exposition purposes we focus on graph level measures rather than node level measures in order 
to investigate changes in the network as a whole as opposed to changes in the level of influence of a 
particular agent. For example, for each time period, we use the average of the betweenness (Freeman, 
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1977) over all nodes in the graph rather than the betweenness of a single node. The average betweenness 
may provide insight into group cohesion and the distribution of informal power throughout the 
organization. We also illustrate SNCD using density (Coleman & Moré, 1983), average closeness 
(Freeman, 1979), and average eigenvector centrality (Bonacich, 1972). Again, these measures provide 
slightly different insight into group cohesion. These four measures are chosen because they are commonly 
used in the literature and represent many potential measures available for change detection. Additional 
measures such as the maximum, minimum, and the standard deviation of the above node level measures 
are considered in a virtual experiment to explore limitations of the proposed method. A complete 
exploration of all social network measures and all possible types of changes to a network is certainly 
beyond the scope of this initial paper on the subject, however, we hope to have sufficiently illustrated the 
promise of this approach.  
Another concern with these measures is their scale invariance. In order to compare measures across 
different time periods, they must be standardized. For a steady sized group this should not be an issue, 
but in the case of an expanding or contracting group, issues arise as to whether results can be used across 
the different scales of group size. In other words, the network measures may change in different ways with 
respect to the current group size and thus provide inconsistent information about the group even absent 
of any stochastic changes within the group. For more detailed information on the standardization of 
network measures, see Bonacich, Oliver & Snijders (1998). For this research, *ORA1 developed by 
Kathleen Carley at the Center for Computational Analysis of Social and Organizational Systems at 
Carnegie Mellon University is used to compute the average network measures from all group information 
(Carley et al., 2009). 
Statistical Process Control 
SPC is a technique used by quality engineers to monitor industrial processes. They use control charts to 
detect changes in an industrial process by taking periodic samples from the process, calculating a statistic 
based on some process metric, and comparing the statistic against a decision interval. If the statistic 
exceeds the decision interval, the “control chart” is said to “signal” that a change may have occurred in the 
process. Once a potential change has been “signaled,” quality engineers investigate the process to 
determine if an actual change occurred, what the most likely time the change occurred was, and whether 
the process needs to be reset or improved to avoid financial loss for the company. Control charts are 
usually optimized for their processes to increase their sensitivity for detecting changes, while minimizing 
the number of “false positives”—signals when no change has actually occurred in the process. 
Three control chart schemes are investigated in this paper; the cumulative sum (CUSUM) (Page, 1961); 
the Exponentially Weighted Moving Average (Roberts, 1959); and the Scan Statistic (Fisher & MacKenzie, 
1922; Naus, 1965; Priebe et al., 2005). The CUSUM will be the primary method considered and 
recommended for longitudinal network analysis. This procedure provides an estimate of when the change 
actually occurred (change point detection) as opposed to simply signaling that a change occurred (change 
detection). The other two methods are applied to simulated networks in a virtual experiment to explore 
the performance of SNCD. 
CUSUM 
The CUSUM control chart (Page, 1961) was proposed as an improvement over the traditional Shewhart 
(1927) x-bar chart. The strength of the CUSUM was its use of sequential probability ratio testing which 
used information of previous observations to determine change in a stochastic process. Moustakides 
(2004) showed that the CUSUM procedure was a uniformly most powerful test for normally distributed 
processes with a specified size step change in the mean of the process. Unfortunately, in most applications 
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the investigator does not know a priori the size and type of the change. Furthermore, the underlying 
process may not be normally distributed. The quality engineering literature contains much exploration of 
the performance of the CUSUM under conditions of different magnitudes of change, types of change, and 
distributional assumptions. 
The CUSUM control chart sequentially compares the statistic against a decision interval h until  > h. 
Since one is not interested in concluding that the network process is unchanged, the cumulative statistic is  
 
If this rule was not implemented the control chart would require more observations of the network to 
signal if < 0 at the time of abrupt change. The statistic  is compared to a constant, h+. If , 
then the control chart signals that an increase in the network measure might have occurred. In a similar 
fashion,  and is compared to a constant, . If , then the control 
chart signals that a decrease in the network measure may have occurred.  
To monitor for both directions of network change, two one-sided control charts are employed. One chart 
is used for monitoring increases in the monitored network property and the other is used for detecting 
decreases in the property. If the process remains in-control then  will fluctuate around zero. When 
 > h+ or  > h-, the two one-sided CUSUM control chart scheme signals that the network may have 
changed. 
Exponentially Weighted Moving Average Control Chart 
The Exponentially Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) control chart was introduced by Roberts (1959) for 
monitoring changes in the mean of a process. The EWMA associated with subgroup t is 
1)1(  ttt wxw  , where 10    is the weight assigned to the current subgroup average and 
00 w . Common values of λ are 3.01.0   . Having observed a total of T subgroups, the statistic Tw  
is plotted against the decision interval 
0  L x 
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where L is a constant that 
scales the width of the decision interval.  
Lucas & Saccucci (1987) (see also Saccucci & Lucas, 1990) investigated the impact of different 
combinations of L and λ on the average number of observations before the EWMA signals a change. The 
combinations that were investigated were chosen such that the false positive rate for each chart was the 
same. They found that EWMA charts with small values of λ perform well at detecting small changes in a 
process mean. Conversely, EWMA charts with large values of λ perform well at detecting large changes in 
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Some social scientists do not believe that groups can be adequately captured by quantitative 
analysis and statistical distributions (Brown & Morrow, 1994). We do not attempt to tackle this 
argument. Clearly, the work of this paper contributes to quantitative methods in social science. 
We also do not claim that a detected change is definitive proof that the organization has in fact 
changed. This approach will only detect a statistically significant change in the observed network 
measure of an organization. This could be a false alarm, an expected event affecting the 
organization, among other causes. Change detection simply alerts an analyst or social scientist 
that a change may have occurred. It is incumbent on the analyst or social scientist to investigate 
the group using many different methods in the social sciences to determine if change has in fact 
occurred, the nature of that change, and the cause of change. The approach laid out in this work 
will narrow the scope of this task by quickly identifying potential change and estimating when 
the change may have occurred. 
Data 
CUSUM is a method for assessing longitudinal change, and we use real-world data to demonstrate the 
practical application of the approach and simulated data to assess the accuracy of the approach. 
Altogether we use four data sets to demonstrate the efficacy of the social network change detection 
approach. We initially illustrate the CUSUM control chart on the Newcomb Fraternity data, a social 
network data set recorded of college transfer students; the Leavenworth data, a social network data set 
recorded of mid-career U.S. Army officers in a training exercise; and an al Qaeda  data set. It is impossible 
to identify the “real” change in real-world data. For these data sets, we suggest compelling reasons for the 
change identified using SNCD; however, we acknowledge a different “story” might be constructed if 
different change points were identified. Thus, we also use simulated data generated by a multi-agent 
simulation so that we can decisively know the point of “real” change. Applying the CUSUM control chart 
to this data enables us to determine whether or not the proposed method can indeed identify the point of 
change. The performance comparison of the CUSUM to the EWMA, the Scan Statistic, and across various 
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Simulated Data 
Simulated data is used in order to inject an organizational change at a defined point in time. SNCD 
approaches can then be evaluated on their ability to identify that change. In real-world data, there are 
often many changes facing an organization and identifying one specific cause of change can be subjective 
or questionable. With simulated data, SNCD can be explored in a more controlled series of virtual 
experiments. For this initial investigation, we use a multi-agent simulation of a 100 node network, using 
the Construct2 simulation model (Carley, 1990;Schreiber & Carley, 2004; Carley, Martin & Hirshman, 
2009) set in the context of a U.S. infantry military organization (Headquarters, Department of the Army, 
1992).  
Construct is a dynamic-network multi-agent simulation grounded in constructuralist theory (Carley, 1991; 
McCulloh et al., 2008). Agents are heterogeneous in their socio-demographic characteristics, information 
that they “know,” and their beliefs. Each time step agents may choose to interact with one or more others, 
communicate, and learn. The propensity of agents to interact is a function of knowledge, belief and task 
homophily; proximity of the agents; socio-demographic similarity, intent to learn new information, and 
intent to coordinate. Agent interaction leads to shared knowledge and thus greater knowledge-based 
homophily; however, heterophilous agents are less likely to interact. Construct has been validated in a 
number of settings and has been widely used to look at the co-evolution of social structure and culture, 
the diffusion of information and beliefs, and the impact of marketing campaigns and media on social 
behavior. Initial Construct populations, social and knowledge networks, can be hypothetical or real 
(Carley, Martin & Hirshman, 2009). Three key features that make Construct ideally suited to our needs 
are: 1) the social network evolves over time; 2) the user can specify “interventions” at specific times, thus 
guaranteeing a known state change in the system; and 3) the model can be instantiated with data on an 
actual group and so enables “what-if” reasoning about actual groups. 
The basic military structure that was simulated was an infantry training model. This is the most basic U.S. 
military unit and is used for training soldiers and officers across the U.S. Army Training and Doctrine 
Command (Headquarters, Department of the Army, 1992). Within this model, soldiers are organized into 
four-man teams. Two teams and a squad leader form a 9-man squad. Three squads and a three-person 
headquarters form a 30-man platoon. Three platoons and a 10-person command post form a company. 
Each soldier is trained in various skills that are distributed throughout the organization. Each team, for 
example, will have an automatic gunner, a grenadier and two riflemen. One member on a team will also 
be trained as a medic, another in demolitions, and two will be able to search enemy prisoners of war. Each 
soldier possesses individual skill in stealth, situational awareness, physical fitness, intelligence, military 
rank, and motivation.  
In the military context of this multi-agent simulation, the proximity was determined by the organizational 
proximity. Members of the same squad are closer to each other than other members in the platoon, who 
are closer than other members of the company. The socio-demographics of the agents do not change 
throughout the simulation and are coded as the agent’s military occupational specialty and military rank. 
The knowledge homophily was randomly seeded for each agent across 500 bits of knowledge data 
resulting in 3.27 * 1023 different agent knowledge combinations. This factor was allowed to change as 
agents share information when they interact, thus becoming more similar. 
The simulation was verified by adjusting the relative weights applied to homophily, proximity, and socio-
demographics. The model was validated, in 2008, by four military subject matter experts who confirmed 
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is not modeled for a squad, because squad organizations are not usually capable of managing an 
additional subordinate element. Again, this simple change is used to evaluate SNCD and not meant to be 
an exhaustive comparison of different types of organizational change. 
The final type of change simulated, is sporadic communication. Sporadic communication can be either 
deliberate, or unplanned. An example of deliberate sporadic communication is a reconnaissance 
operation, where radio power must be conserved and noise discipline is important. An example of 
unplanned sporadic communication is radio failure. This is modeled in the simulation by introducing a 
squad from time period 30 to time period 40. Network measures will be recorded throughout the 
simulation. This change is only modeled for the platoon and company level simulations.  
Table 1 illustrates the combinations of the virtual experiment. The outputs of the simulation are the graph 
level measures recorded for each simulated time step. Different SNCD methods are then used to identify 
possible changes in the network over time.  





Network Size 3 9, 30, 100 
Type of Change in Network 
Isolation of leadership 2 Isolated headquarters after 30 time periods 
Sporadic communication 
(reconnaissance) 
2 Initially absent, present for 10 time periods, then absent 
for remainder of simulation (omitted for squad) 
Loss of subordinate unit 2 Removal of the immediate subordinate unit after 30 
time periods (omitted for squad) 
Gain an attached unit 2 Addition of a squad after 30 time periods (omitted for 
squad) 
Cells 18 3 Network sizes x 4 Changes x 2 Levels – Squad 
omissions 
Replications 25  
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among others. The Front condemned the sins of American foreign policy and called on every Muslim to 
comply with God’s order to kill the Americans and plunder their money (Marquand, 2001). Six months 
later the US embassies in Tanzania and Kenya were bombed by al Qaeda. Thus, 1997 was possibly the 
most critical year in uniting Islamic militants and organizing al Qaeda for offensive terrorist attacks 
against the United States. It is interesting that the proposed SNCD method identifies and accurately 
determines when change occurred.  
Virtual Experiment Results 
Using the social simulation program, Construct (Carley, 1990; Carley, 1995; Schrieber & Carley, 2004), 
the performance of SNCD was explored through simulation. A variety of changes are introduced to the 
network at a known point. The Cumulative Sum (CUSUM), Exponentially Weighted Moving Average 
(EWMA), and Scan Statistic, statistical process control charts are applied to several social network graph 
level measures taken on the network at each time step. The number of time steps between the actual 
change and the time that an SNCD method “signals” a change will be recorded as the Detection Length. 
The Average Detection Length (ADL) over multiple independently seeded runs is then a measure of the 
SNCD method’s performance. The ADL will be compared for different changes and different SNCD 
parameters. 
Isolation of Headquarters 
Investigating the isolation of the headquarters element in three different organizations will provide 
insight into how the network size affects the performance of change detection measures. In each 
organization (30-man platoon, 100-man company, and 9-man squad); 10 percent of the network was 
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The isolation of the platoon headquarters is modeled by removing the three headquarters members at 
time period 30 for the duration of the simulation. Social network measures are recorded for all time 
periods. Table 3 displays the ADL performance of the SNCD methods. It can be seen that the average of 
the betweenness is a better measure to use for SNCD than either the maximum or the standard deviation 
of betweenness. This is generally true for all magnitudes of change and sizes of organization investigated. 
For the closeness measure, both the maximum closeness and average closeness generally outperform the 
standard deviation of closeness. However, for an EWMA with r = 0.3, the maximum closeness measure 
has relatively poor performance. This might suggest that the average closeness measure is a more robust 
measure of change detection. In a single variant, non-network application of the EWMA, the parameter, r, 
makes the control chart more or less sensitive to a particular magnitude of change (Lucas & Saccucci, 
1990; McCulloh, 2004). It is reasonable to consider that for the isolation of a platoon headquarters, the 
maximum closeness EWMA with r ≤ 0.2 is sensitive to detecting the change, yet the maximum closeness 
EWMA with r ≥ 0.3 is less sensitive. This will be explored with other magnitudes and types of changes 
throughout the paper. For eigenvector centrality, the maximum eigenvector centrality and the standard 
deviation of eigenvector centrality appear to be more sensitive measures of change detection than the 
average or minimum of the eigenvector centrality. It also appears that the eigenvector centrality measures 
dominate all other measures for performance in this case. 
Table 3. ADL Performance of SNCD on Isolation of Platoon Headquarters 
 CUSUM 
k = 0.5 
EWMA 
r = 0.1 
EWMA 
r = 0.2 
EWMA 
r = 0.3 
Scan 
Statistic 
Average Betweenness 9.32 8.24 10.16 11.52 6.76 
Maximum Betweenness 14.36 14.72 15.72 17.08 13.24 
Std. Dev. Betweenness 16.44 16.24 16.92 18.52 15.24 
Average Closeness 10.68 9.08 13.60 17.52 10.48 
Maximum Closeness 8.76 6.00 10.60 37.96 8.64 
Std. Deviation Closeness 34.48 34.72 34.52 35.68 27.08 
Average Eigenvector  31.28 31.28 31.28 31.28 24.00 
Minimum Eigenvector  14.36 14.36 14.28 15.56 14.88 
Maximum Eigenvector  5.24 5.40 5.80 7.52 4.00 
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Statistical process control is a powerful statistical method for detecting the change. Figure 11 shows four 
measures plotted for the same simulated longitudinal networks. The top two plots are the network 
measure of betweenness over time. The bottom two plots are the CUSUM statistic C calculated on the 
same betweenness measure over time. The two plots on the left show the measures plotted when there is 
no change present in the network over time. These plots show stochastic fluctuations induced by the 
simulation. The two plots on the right show the measures plotted when a change is imposed at time period 
20. The change is identified much more clearly using the CUSUM, especially when the reader directs their 





















Figure 11. Plots of the Average Betweenness Centrality (top) 
Compared to Plots of the CUSUM Statistic, C (bottom) 
for Situations with No Change (left) and with Change (right) 
 
The visual identification other types of change imposed on the network, and other SNCD schemes yield 
similar success. The CUSUM is simply used to illustrate the power of the general change detection 
approach. Other magnitudes and types of change will be compared by simply reporting the ADL from 
when a change occurs until the SNCD scheme signals. 
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The isolation of the company headquarters was modeled by removing the 10 soldier headquarters section 
at time 30 for the remainder of the simulation. This is very similar to the platoon example, in that 10 
percent of the organization is removed. Social network measures are again recorded for all time periods. 
Table 4 displays the ADL performance of each of the SNCD methods applied to the 100 node network. 
Again, it can be seen that the average of the betweenness is a more effective measure of change detection 
than the maximum or the standard deviation of betweenness. The performance of the closeness measures 
behave as they did in the case of platoon headquarters isolation. In this case, the maximum eigenvector 
centrality does not appear to be as effective of a measure for detecting change as does other measures. 
However, the standard deviation of eigenvector centrality still dominates all other measures for change 
detection performance. 
Table 4. ADL Performance of SNCD on Isolation of Company Headquarters 
 CUSUM 
k = 0.5 
EWMA 
r = 0.1 
EWMA 
r = 0.2 
EWMA 
r = 0.3 
Scan 
Statistic 
Average Betweenness 11.16 11.08 10.20 13.48 6.96 
Maximum Betweenness 17.32 17.76 18.20 20.12 13.72 
Std. Dev. Betweenness 18.08 19.40 20.88 22.52 17.36 
Average Closeness 11.16 9.44 12.52 15.64 9.40 
Maximum Closeness 10.44 9.72 12.64 51.76 9.60 
Std. Deviation Closeness 41.88 39.48 42.20 43.44 40.76 
Average Eigenvector 35.84 36.72 34.84 34.84 29.24 
Minimum Eigenvector  16.00 17.96 17.88 16.76 13.60 
Maximum Eigenvector  26.40 30.76 29.64 29.24 25.44 
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The isolation of squad leadership was modeled by removing the squad leader at time 20 for the remainder 
of the simulation. This is also similar in that 11 percent of the organization is isolated. Table 5 shows the 
SNCD performance at the squad level, 9 node network. It is not clear that certain measures perform better 
than others for change detection in the 9 node network. It appears that the measures of average 
betweenness, average closeness, and the standard deviation of eigenvector centrality become better 
measures of network change as the size of the network increases. However, they do not necessarily 
perform worse on a small network. While an extensive study of the sensitivity of each measure to the 
network size is beyond the scope of this paper, it holds the promise of fruitful future research. 
Table 5. ADL Performance of SNCD on Isolation of Squad Leader 
 CUSUM 
k = 0.5 
EWMA 
r = 0.1 
EWMA 
r = 0.2 
EWMA 
r = 0.3 
Scan 
Statistic 
Average Betweenness 16.12 15.76 16.32 17.92 12.32 
Maximum Betweenness 16.64 17.40 19.52 18.56 11.56 
Std. Dev. Betweenness 17.68 17.76 18.20 18.72 12.08 
Average Closeness 15.16 15.84 16.48 15.60 11.72 
Maximum Closeness 18.72 19.60 18.68 23.80 14.32 
Std. Deviation Closeness 16.20 16.08 15.52 16.24 12.88 
Average Eigenvector  24.12 24.12 24.12 24.12 15.12 
Minimum Eigenvector  17.84 18.48 17.04 18.08 12.36 
Maximum Eigenvector  19.36 21.56 20.56 20.56 13.84 
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Loss of Subordinate Element 
The loss of a subordinate element provides insight into how the magnitude of change affects change 
detection performance. For the 30 man platoon and the 100 man company, a nine man squad is isolated. 
This represents 30 percent of the platoon and 9 percent of the company. This change is obviously not 
feasible for the nine man squad, since it would involve removal of the entire organization. 
The infantry platoon had one squad removed from the simulation at time period 20, for the remainder of 
the simulation. Social network measures were recorded for each time period. The ADL for each measure is 
reported in Table 6. Again, it can be seen that the average of the betweenness outperforms other 
betweenness measures. The closeness measures perform as in previously investigated cases. The 
minimum eigenvector centrality outperforms the maximum eigenvector centrality for most of the SNCD 
schemes for this particular type and magnitude of change. The standard deviation of eigenvector 
centrality still outperforms other eigenvector centrality measures, however, it is no longer dominates all 
other measures. 
Table 6. ADL Performance for Loss of Subordinate Element in a Platoon 
 CUSUM 
k = 0.5 
EWMA 
r = 0.1 
EWMA 
r = 0.2 
EWMA 
r = 0.3 
Scan 
Statistic 
Average Betweenness 6.96 6.00 8.68 12.16 8.12 
Maximum Betweenness 9.52 7.44 11.12 13.24 7.80 
Std. Dev. Betweenness 9.16 7.40 9.48 12.72 6.84 
Average Closeness 9.64 8.36 12.72 19.28 11.40 
Maximum Closeness 9.32 9.16 12.36 31.56 9.52 
Std. Deviation Closeness 18.96 16.44 19.40 26.24 17.04 
Average Eigenvector  29.36 29.36 29.36 29.36 20.60 
Minimum Eigenvector  10.08 9.64 12.24 12.60 10.28 
Maximum Eigenvector  11.72 12.04 11.88 20.60 10.84 
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The infantry company also had one squad removed at time 20 for the remainder of the simulation. The 
results for the company network are shown in Table 7. It generally takes longer to detect the changes in 
the company network. This was also observed in the isolation of the headquarters. This implies that the 
size of the network could impact the speed of change detection. The average betweenness, average 
closeness, and standard deviation of eigenvector centrality appear to outperform other measures for 
change detection performance. The maximum closeness measure dominates other measures in all cases 
except for the EWMA with r = 0.3.  
Table 7. ADL Performance for Loss of Subordinate Element in a Company 
 CUSUM 
k = 0.5 
EWMA 
r = 0.1 
EWMA 
r = 0.2 
EWMA 
r = 0.3 
Scan 
Statistic 
Average Betweenness 13.64 11.72 13.80 20.60 12.68 
Maximum Betweenness 23.80 19.64 23.80 30.72 25.44 
Std. Dev. Betweenness 24.84 18.12 24.96 25.52 22.04 
Average Closeness 9.72 7.4 13.44 14.96 9.80 
Maximum Closeness 6.92 4.92 7.48 53.16 6.32 
Std. Deviation Closeness 45.44 47.92 47.96 50.88 43.68 
Average Eigenvector  34.72 36.60 34.72 34.72 30.64 
Minimum Eigenvector  18.68 19.96 19.64 23.88 18.32 
Maximum Eigenvector  18.28 25.80 25.00 27.20 25.88 
Std. Dev. Eigenvector  9.52 9.92 11.88 15.32 8.72 
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Addition of New Subordinate Element 
Another type of change is the addition of a new subordinate element. A squad is added to both the 30-
man platoon and the 100-man company. 
The infantry platoon had one squad that was not present initially, and added at time period 20. Social 
network measures were calculated for each time period. SNCD methods were applied to the data. Results 
are shown in Table 8. Although the speed of change detection is much faster for this type of change, the 
same performance trends are seen as before. For betweenness measures, the average outperforms the 
maximum or the standard deviation. The average closeness and maximum closeness measure perform 
well, however, the maximum closeness does not perform well with an EWMA r = 0.3 scheme. The 
standard deviation of eigenvector centrality almost completely dominates other measures. 
Table 8. ADL Performance for Addition of Subordinate Element in a Platoon 
 CUSUM 
k = 0.5 
EWMA 
r = 0.1 
EWMA 
r = 0.2 
EWMA 
r = 0.3 
Scan 
Statistic 
Average Betweenness 1.60 1.52 1.68 1.72 1.00 
Maximum Betweenness 2.32 2.16 2.20 2.00 1.00 
Std. Dev. Betweenness 2.36 2.36 2.40 2.24 1.00 
Average Closeness 1.48 1.52 1.56 1.52 1.00 
Maximum Closeness 1.24 1.28 1.20 5.00 1.00 
Std. Deviation Closeness 3.44 4.60 4.20 3.48 2.64 
Average Eigenvector  31.76 31.76 31.76 31.76 25.56 
Minimum Eigenvector  6.24 5.6 6.16 6.80 4.20 
Maximum Eigenvector  4.52 4.88 4.80 4.80 3.56 
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The company model had a squad added at time period 20 for the remainder of the simulation. Again the 
platoon level performance is better than the company level performance, shown in Table 9. The average 
betweenness, average closeness, and maximum closeness all perform well at detecting the change. 
Surprisingly, the standard deviation of eigenvector centrality is not an effective measure for this type and 
magnitude of change. 
Table 9. ADL Performance for Addition of Subordinate Element in a Company 
 CUSUM 
k = 0.5 
EWMA 
r = 0.1 
EWMA 
r = 0.2 
EWMA 
r = 0.3 
Scan 
Statistic 
Average Betweenness 9.64 9.52 9.84 10.28 5.04 
Maximum Betweenness 14.52 16.96 15.80 17.44 12.16 
Std. Dev. Betweenness 12.88 13.16 13.32 14.56 8.92 
Average Closeness 5.32 5.8 5.36 5.24 1.44 
Maximum Closeness 4.24 5.12 4.48 6.04 1.04 
Std. Deviation Closeness 10.40 18.52 12.96 12.32 10.00 
Average Eigenvector  35.56 37.04 38.64 37.60 30.24 
Minimum Eigenvector  38.16 39.32 38.04 40.84 36.40 
Maximum Eigenvector  30.20 33.48 34.44 29.52 30.92 
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Sporadic Communication 
Sporadic communication was modeled with a squad communicating from time period 30 to time period 
40 only. It can be seen in Table 10 that the performance of different measures is much more similar than 
in previous types of change. It is also interesting that all of the ADL values are greater than 10, which 
means that the change was detected after the organization returned to its original state. This might be a 
result of the SNCD statistic being moved closer to the decision interval from time period 30 to time period 
40. When the organization returned to its original state, the statistic is much closer to the decision 
interval than it was before the change occurred. Therefore, the statistic is much more likely to signal a 
false positive after the sporadic change than it is to detect an actual change. This increased sensitivity can 
therefore provide an alert that a sporadic change may have occurred.  
Table 10. ADL Performance for Sporadic Communication 
 CUSUM 
k = 0.5 
EWMA 
r = 0.1 
EWMA 
r = 0.2 
EWMA 
r = 0.3 
Scan 
Statistic 
Average Betweenness 15.08 14.20 16.12 17.56 17.76 
Maximum Betweenness 15.24 16.52 16.88 18.24 17.84 
Std Dev. Betweenness 14.28 14.80 16.04 17.40 17.48 
Average Closeness 13.72 13.68 16.84 16.80 17.52 
Maximum Closeness 12.44 12.16 15.32 18.32 17.20 
Std Deviation Closeness 23.16 19.96 21.76 21.36 17.24 
Average Eigenvector  24.32 24.32 24.32 24.32 18.84 
Minimum Eigenvector  12.76 14.32 11.92 12.80 14.56 
Maximum Eigenvector  12.96 12.68 14.36 14.36 18.84 
Std. Dev Eigenvector  12.88 14.20 16.80 16.48 21.28 
 
All methods of SNCD were ineffective for detecting sporadic changes in the company network. The 
sporadic change did not persist long enough to signal a possible change in most of the runs. The squad 
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Conclusion 
Statistical process control is a critical quality-engineering tool that provides rapid detection of change in 
stochastic processes (Montgomery, 1991; Ryan, 2000). The three real-world examples and the virtual 
experiments presented in this paper demonstrate that SNCD could enable analysts and researchers to 
detect important changes in longitudinal network data. Furthermore, the most likely time that the change 
occurred can also be determined. This allows one to allocate minimal resources to tracking the general 
patterns of a network and then shift to full resources when changes are determined.3 SNCD is therefore, 
an important analysis method for studying network dynamics. 
It is critical to be able to detect change in networks over time and to determine when observed 
fluctuations are not simply stochastic noise. This paper describes a method for change detection based off 
of statistical process control, and then demonstrates its ability to detect changes in networks. Within this 
method, three specific control chart schemes for detecting change were considered: CUSUM, 
Exponentially Weighted Moving Average, and a Scan Statistic. No doubt other change detection methods 
will emerge and control chart schemes will emerge. 
We found the CUSUM technique to be robust and to be of value in applied settings. The strengths of the 
proposed method are its statistical approach, its utility with a wide range of social network metrics, its 
ability to identify change points in organizational behavior, and its flexibility for various magnitudes of 
change. The proposed method requires the assumption of a period of stability that is necessary to estimate 
the mean and standard deviation of social network measures for “typical” network observations. In 
addition, the proposed method requires a reasonable number of time periods in which to detect change; 
i.e., greater than four. 
The empirical results described in this paper, such as the detection of change in the al Qaeda network 
should be viewed with caution. We present them here purely to illustrate the methodology. Limitations on 
the data make it difficult to determine the validity of the results; thus, we should simply view these results 
as showing the promise of this methodology. The Leavenworth data spans only four days and used self-
reported survey data, therefore it is not likely that it captured all communication and interaction among 
officers. The fact that even in this data set we were able to systematically detect a key change suggests the 
value of the proposed approach. The al Qaeda data, was based on open source information. As such it is 
an incomplete representation of interaction in that terror network. We cannot be sure that we have the 
entire communication network, or even a true picture of the observed communication network. However, 
the fact that our technique detects a change corresponding with the 9/11 attacks is intriguing. This work 
suggests that our approach may provide some ability to detect change even when there is incomplete 
information. 
That being said, it is important that future work examine the errors associated with this technique, both 
the false positives and false negatives. Future work should also consider the sensitivity of this approach to 
missing information, and to the reason why the information is missing. For example, data sets collected 
post-hoc that focus on activity around an event, such as the al Qaeda data are prone to errors of missing 
nodes and as a result links prior to the event. In addition, open-source data tends to over-focus on nodes 
whose centrality is assumed; often resulting in “popular” actors being possibly over-connected and less 
popular actors being under-connected. Whereas, data sets collected based on opportunity, such as the 
Leavenworth data, are prone to missing links among the nodes. 
In order to rectify the above shortcomings, future research should focus on improved methods for node 
and link inference or near-complete datasets with high resolution. Higher resolution involves taking many 
snapshots of the network. This may mean, simply an increase in frequency, e.g. changes by month, or it 
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may mean a longer time horizon, e.g., more years. The right choice will depend on the problem where we 
want to detect network change. More data points will provide more opportunities to detect changes while 
they are still small, instead of allowing them to incubate and grow as was the case for the al Qaeda data. 
As a minimum two observed networks are required to estimate the “typical” behavior of a social group 
being monitored for change. In practice, five or more networks are preferred to reduce the variance in 
estimating the statistical process control parameters. Larger datasets will also provide near continuous 
network measures permitting the use of control charts for continuous data. Near complete data means 
that the data should cover the communication network, with little or no missing information for a large 
contiguous period. Here one might consider simply tracking a group in general, as opposed to focusing on 
tracking relative to a specific event. Data such as that on the U.S. Congress or Supreme Court that is 
regularly output might provide a good source of data. 
Another limitation of this approach is that the over-time dependence assumptions are ignored. This is 
common in statistical process control. English et al. (2001) points out that “the independence assumption 
is dramatically violated in processes subjected to process control.” Many manufacturing processes include 
feedback control systems which create autocorrelation among factors affecting the process. This is similar 
to problems of dyadic dependence and ergodicity issues with networks. In practice however, statistical 
process control still provides a great deal of insight, identifying when a process changes. This is no 
different in a network application. Networks may even have less dependence issues than manufacturing 
processes. Most manufacturing processes are engineered with feedback and control in an attempt to 
optimize the process. This is not necessarily true with social networks. Robins and Pattison (2007) lay out 
several statistical tests involving dependence graphs that can be used to determine if dependence is a 
statistically significant problem in a network. Just like the issues of normality, the dyadic dependence in 
the network can be verified similar to residual analysis in regression. If dependence is an issue in the 
network, SNCD can still be used to determine that a change occurred, however, there may be bias and an 
increase in the probability of a false positive. Future research should investigate both the impact of 
dependence on ADL performance as well as methods to better handle the problem statistically. 
Social networks may also exhibit periodicity over time. Intuitively, people’s communication patterns may 
change in cycles over time. People tend to communicate with different people during the week, while at 
work, than on the weekends. People may communicate more frequently at certain times of the day. Even 
seasonal trends may affect observed social networks. The application of wavelet theory and Fourier 
analysis in particular may provide insight into the periodic behavior of network dynamics. Methods 
should be developed to test and filter periodicity from network measures over time. This will allow SNCD 
to be more accurate in determining the time a change actually occurred and may reduce the ADL for 
certain changes. 
Future research should also look at the sensitivity of the optimality constant, k and control limit values of 
the CUSUM control chart for network measure change detection. As stated earlier, these values are 
generally arbitrarily chosen and then optimized for the process. By using further Monte Carlo simulations, 
a researcher should determine which parameter value would be best in detecting certain types of changes 
such as sudden large changes or slow creeping shifts. Usage of control charts on comparing models and 
observations should also be studied to see what specific conclusions can be obtained. 
Multi-agent simulations provide valuable insight into the performance of control charts for social network 
change detection applications. Simulations allow an investigator to introduce various changes into a 
simulated organization and evaluate the time to detect for different algorithms. Simulations provide an 
efficient means of evaluating change detection on social networks. More importantly, however, is the 
ability to create more controlled experiments, by fixing certain variables, exploring others, and using 
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many replications to estimate error. Simulation studies will continue to be extremely useful in exploring 
extensions of this methodology.  
Social network change detection is important for identifying significant shifts in organizational behavior. 
This provides insight into policy decisions that drive the underlying change. It also shows the promise of 
enabling predictive analysis for social networks and providing early warning of potential problems. In the 
same way that manufacturing firms save millions of dollars each year by quickly responding to changes in 
their manufacturing process, social network change detection can allow senior leaders and military 
analysts to quickly respond to changes in the organizational behavior of the socially connected groups 
they observe. The combination of statistical process control and social network analysis is likely to 
produce significant insight into organizational behavior and social dynamics. As a scientific community 
we can hope to see more research in this area as network statistics continue to improve. 
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